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DP Technology to Exhibit ESPRIT Cloud-Enabled CAM at IMTS 2014 

Chicago, Ill., Sept. 8-13 

 

Camarillo, Calif. — June 27, 2014 — Computer-aided-manufacturing (CAM) innovator 

DP Technology Corp. will exhibit its revolutionary ESPRIT
®
 Cloud-Enabled CAM software 

Sept. 8-13 at the biennial International Manufacturing Technology Show (IMTS) in Chicago, Ill. 

Audience-friendly big-screen presentations and one-on-one demonstrations of ESPRIT 

will be featured at booth E-3210 throughout the long-standing world-renowned event. This 

year’s edition of North America’s largest manufacturing trade show is expected to feature about 

1,900 exhibitors and host roughly 100,000 visitors excited to see the latest in cutting-edge 

manufacturing developments.  

Existing ESPRIT customers are encouraged to register for private workshops conducted 

on the ESPRIT booth by DP Technology engineers able to address specific customer questions, 

challenges and areas of expertise. DP engineers worked directly with more than 100 customers in 

one-on-one sessions at the last edition of IMTS, offering hands-on educational opportunities to 

expand programming skills. 

The new cloud capabilities of ESPRIT enable programmers to easily select tools based on 

part features in minutes, without the hassle of flipping through catalogues to find ideal tooling. 
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With the ESPRIT MachiningCloud Connection, programmers have access to complete and up-

to-date tooling product data, which cuts hours of programming time by eliminating the need for 

manual tool creation. 

 Cloud-enabled ESPRIT also offers a list of recommended cutting tools based on 

machining features and machining sequences, and simulates with more accurate 3D models of 

tool components and assemblies. 

 In addition to increasing overall productivity, ESPRIT also includes a host of time-saving 

upgrades that benefit our customers specifically in the areas of tooling, automation, simulation 

and shop-floor collaboration. 

With improved features for editing and numbering tools, ESPRIT simplifies tool 

management and cuts programming time. Enhancements to automation capabilities aid 

programmers in increasing programming efficiency by eliminating repetitive and time-

consuming tasks. 

Simulation enhancements in ESPRIT protect your machine-tool investments with 

powerful   simulation and collision-detection tools that allow you to see the whole picture, while 

new collaborative tools make teamwork seamless on the shop floor. 

 

About ESPRIT  

ESPRIT is a high-performance computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) system for a full 

range of machine tool applications. ESPRIT delivers powerful full-spectrum programming for 2–

5 axis milling, 2–22 axis turning, 2–5 axis wire EDM, multitasking mill-turn machining and B-

axis machine tools, and high-speed 3- and 5-axis machining. 

 

About DP Technology Corp. 

       DP Technology maintains its worldwide headquarters in Camarillo, Calif., and product 

development teams in California; Berlin, Germany, and Florence, Italy. Sales and support 

operations are located in Europe, Asia, and North and South America. For additional information 

about DP Technology and ESPRIT, call +1-805-388-6000, send an e-mail to 

esprit@dptechnology.com, or visit the company Web site at www.dptechnology.com. 
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